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AEG Manager - BiZ
With over fifteen years of experience in the IT industry, Biz runs a
very successful IT-Networking & Infrastructure Business in the UK.
Biz also supports various Crypto Industry project among which
Aegeus being his primary one. Biz believes that AEG is the future
and is excited to be part of the Core Team.

Moderator Manager - Oko
Oko also has over fifteen years’ experience in the IT industry and
possesses relevant project experience, a relentless work ethic &
passion for cryptocurrency namely the Aegeus project. Oko currently
works with other moderator managers in the Aegeus team to ensure
a very responsive community ethic.

Senior Moderator - Thangwook
Thangwook works as a mechanical engineer by day and assists AEG
during his evenings. He loves working with people and participating in
solution-management. Thangwook is a husband, father and all round
life-lover and he absolutely loves the AEG project!

Senior Moderator - Biggrannx
Biggrannx joined the crypto scene at the end of 2016, and loves this
new digital world. She is convinced that these new technologies will
change a lot. Her five strongest talents include strategy, excellence,
positive attitude, sense of responsibility and adaptability. BG currently
works within the AEG support channels.
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Senior Moderator – tom_d
Tom is a young 40 year-old ICT consultant who works closely with
the other AEG moderators in the AEG support channels. Tom loves
the whole concept behind AEG and is aware of the massive need for
utility coins like AEG in the cryptocurrency space.

Senior Moderator – Cajoneto
Cajoneto holds a degree in IT and currently work as a Human
Resources and IT Manager. His passion for cryptocurrency led him to
stumble across Aegeus and he hasn’t looked back since. The
cryptocurrency industry fascinates Cajoneto he is very much excited
about the Aegeus IPFS project.

Marketing Manager - Crimmo
A marketing mogul, Crimmo has been involved in the cryptocurrency
scene since early 2014. With extensive knowledge of blockchains,
social platforms and cryptocurrency, he believes very much in the
untapped crypto space that Aegeus is currently operating in.

Design Manager – Digital Narrative
DN is a creative director that develops and runs branding, strategic
design and digital projects since 2005. He loves to analyse target
markets and develop strategic branding and product positioning
particularly for blockchain projects. Digital believes that AEG + IPFS
decentralised data will revolutionize the data industry as we know in
time.
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